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Abstract
We study the spectral and scattering theory of light transmission in a system consisting of two
asymptotically periodic waveguides, also known as one-dimensional photonic crystals, coupled by a
junction. Using analyticity techniques and commutator methods in a two-Hilbert spaces setting, we
determine the nature of the spectrum and prove the existence and completeness of the wave operators
of the system.
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1 Introduction and main results
In this paper, we study the propagation of an electromagnetic eld p~E; ~Hq in an innite one-dimensional
waveguide. We assume that (i) the waveguide is parallel to the x-axis of the Cartesian coordinate system;
(ii) the electric eld varies along the y -axis and is constant on the planes perpendicular to the x-axis,
i.e., ~Epx; y ; z; tq  'Epx; tqpy ; (iii) the magnetic eld varies along the z-axis and is constant on the
planes perpendicular to the x-axis, i.e., ~Hpx; y ; z; tq  'Hpx; tqpz ; (iv) the waveguide is made of isotropic
medium1. Under these assumptions, one has r ~E  pBx'Eqpz and r ~H  pBx'Hqpy and the dynamical
sourceless Maxwell equations [13] read as#
"Bt'E  Bx'H
Bt'H  Bx'E :
(1.1)
The scalar quantities " and  in (1.1) are the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability, respectively.
They are strictly positive functions on R describing the interaction of the waveguide with the electromag-
netic eld. One can also include in the model eects associated to bi-anisotropic media [19]. In our case,
this is achieved by modifying the system (1.1) as follows :#
"Bt'E   Bt'H  Bx'H
Bt'H   
Bt'E  Bx'E :
(1.2)
The (possibly complex-valued) function  is called bi-anisotropic coupling term2. In the sequel, we will
refer to the triple p"; ; q as the constitutive functions of the waveguide.
Let us rst discuss the case of periodic waveguides, also known as one-dimensional photonic crystals,
consisting in one-dimensional media with dielectric properties which vary periodically in space [14, 21, 40].
Mathematically, this translates into the fact that the functions ";  and  in (1.2) are periodic, all with the
same period. This makes (1.2) into a coupled system of dierential equations with periodic coecients,
and standard techniques like Bloch-Floquet theory (see e.g. [17]) can be used to study the propagation
of solutions (or modes). One of the fundamental properties of periodic waveguides is the presence of a
frequency spectrum made of bands and gaps. This implies that not all the modes can propagate along
the medium, since the propagation of modes associated to frequencies inside a gap is forbidden by the
\geometry" of the system. This phenomenon is similar to the one appearing in the theory of periodic
Schrodinger operators, where one has electronic energy bands instead of frequency bands [24, Sec. XIII.16].
The study of the propagation of light in a periodic waveguide can be performed using Bloch-Floquet
theory. The situation becomes more complicated when one wants to study the propagation of light
through two periodic waveguides of dierent periods that are connected by a junction. Such a system is
schematically represented in Figure 1. The asymptotic behaviour of the system on the left is characterised
by the periodic constitutive functions p"`; `; `q, whereas the asymptotic behaviour of the system on the
right is characterised by periodic constitutive functions p"r; r; rq. Namely, " Ñ "` when x Ñ 8 and
"Ñ "r when x Ñ  8, and similarly for the other two functions  and  (see Assumption 2.2 for a precise
1The interaction between the electromagnetic eld and the dielectric medium is characterised by the electric permittivity
tensor " and the magnetic permeability tensor . In an isotropic medium these tensors are multiple of the identity, and thus
determined by two scalars.
2In the general theory of bi-anisotropic media,  is a tensor rather than a scalar. The system of equations (1.2) corresponds
to a particular choice of the form of this tensor. For more details on the theory of bi-anisotropic media, we refer the interested
reader to the monograph [19].
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statement). The full system represented in Figure 1 can therefore be interpreted as a perturbation of a
\free" system obtained by glueing together two purely periodic systems, one with periodicity of type ` on
the left and the other with periodicity of type r on the right. Accordingly, the analysis of the dynamics
of the full system can be performed with the tools of spectral and scattering theories, leading us exactly
to the main goal of this work : the spectral and scattering analysis of one-dimensional coupled photonic
crystals.
Figure 1: Two periodic waveguides (one-dimensional photonic crystals) connected by a junction
Since quantum mechanics provides a rich toolbox for the study of problems associated to Schrodinger
equations, we recast our equations of motion in a Schrodinger form to take advantage of these tools, in
particular commutator methods which will be used extensively in this paper. Namely, with the notation
w :
  " 
 
1
for the positive-denite matrix of weights associated to the constitutive functions ", ,
 (Maxwell weight for short), we rewrite the system of equations (1.2) in the matrix form
iBt

'E
'H


 w

0 iBx
iBx 0


'E
'H


; (1.3)
so that it can be considered as a Schrodinger equation for the state p'E ; 'Hq
T in the Hilbert space
L2pR;C2q. This observation is by no means new. Since the dawn of quantum mechanics, the founding
fathers were well-aware that the Maxwell equations in vacuum are relativistically covariant equations for
a massless spin-1 particle [35, pp. 151 & 198]. Moreover, similar Schrodinger formulations have already
been employed in the literature to study the quantum scattering theory of electromagnetic waves and
other classical waves in homogeneous media [5, 15, 23, 33, 37], and to study the propagation of light in
periodic media [7, 8, 10, 18], among other things. However, to the best of our knowledge, the specic
problem we want to tackle in the present work has never been considered in the literature.
The papers [23, 33, 37] deal with the scattering theory of three-dimensional electromagnetic waves
in a homogeneous medium. In that setup, the constitutive tensors ", ,  are asymptotically constant.
In contrast, in our one-dimensional setup the constitutive functions ", ,  are only assumed to be
asymptotically periodic. This introduces a signicant complication and novelty to the model, even though
it has lower dimension than the three-dimensional models. Also, several works dealing with the scattering
theory of electromagnetic waves are conducted under the simplifying assumption that   0 (absence
of bi-anisotropic eects), an assumption that we do not make in the present work. The papers [4, 36]
deal with the transmission of the electric eld and voltage along lines, also called one-dimensional Ohmic
conductors. Mathematically, this problem is described by a system of dierential equations similar to (1.2)
or (1.3). However, in these papers, the constitutive quantities, namely the self-inductance and capacitance,
are once again assumed to be asymptotically constant, in contrast with our less restrictive assumption
of asymptotic periodicity. Finally, in the paper [39], almost no restrictions are imposed on the asymptotic
behavior of the constitutive functions, but a stronger condition (invertibility) is imposed on the operator
modelling the junction. Here, we do not assume that this operator is invertible or isometric, since we want
to describe the scattering eects produced by the introduction of the junction itself, without imposing
unnecessary conditions on the relation between the free dynamics without interface and the full dynamics
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in presence of the interface (see Remark 2.5 for more details). Also, even though the results of that paper
hold in any space dimension, our results for one-dimensional photonic crystals are more detailed.
To conclude our overview of the literature, we point out that the dynamical equations describing our
model are common to other physical systems. This is for instance the case of the equations describing
the propagation of an Alfven wave in a periodically stratied stationary plasma [2], the propagation of
linearized water waves in a periodic bottom topography [6], or the propagation of harmonic acoustic waves
in periodic waveguides [3]. In consequence, the results of our analysis here can be applied to all these
models by reinterpreting in a appropriate way the necessary quantities.
Here is a description of our results. In Section 2.1, we introduce our assumption on the Maxwell
weight w (Assumption 2.2) and we dene the full Hamiltonian M in the Hilbert space Hw describing the
one-dimensional coupled photonic crystal. In Section 2.2, we dene the free Hamiltonian M0 in the Hilbert
space H0 associated to M, and we dene the operator J : H0 Ñ Hw modelling the junction depicted
in Figure 1 (Denition 2.4). The operator M0 is the direct sum of an Hamiltonian M` describing the
periodic waveguide asymptotically on the left and an Hamiltonian Mr describing the periodic waveguide
asymptotically on the right. In Section 2.3, we use Bloch-Floquet theory to show that the asymptotic
Hamiltonians M` and Mr ber analytically in the sense of Gerard and Nier [11] (Proposition 2.6). As a by-
product, we prove that M` and Mr do not possess at bands, and thus have purely absolutely continuous
spectra (Proposition 2.8). The analytic bration of M` and Mr provides also a natural denition for the
set TM of thresholds in the spectrum of M (Eqs. (2.5)-(2.6)). In section 3.1, we recall from [1, 29] the
necessary abstract results on commutator methods for self-adjoint operators. In section 3.2, we construct
for each compact interval I  RzTM a conjugate operator A0;I for the free Hamiltonian M0 and use it to
prove a limiting absorption principle for M0 in I (Theorem 3.3 and the discussion that follows). In Section
3.3, we use the fact that A0;I is a conjugate operator for M0 and abstract results on the Mourre theory in
a two-Hilbert spaces setting [28] to show that the operator AI : JA0;IJ
 is a conjugate operator for M
(Theorem 3.9). In Section 3.4, we use the operator AI to prove a limiting absorption principle for M in I,
which implies in particular that in any compact interval I  RzTM the Hamiltonian M has at most nitely
many eigenvalues, each one of nite multiplicity, and no singular continuous spectrum (Theorem 3.15).
Using Zhislin sequences (a particular type of Weyl sequences), we also show in Proposition 3.10 that M
and M0 have the same essential spectrum. In Section 4.1, we recall abstract criteria for the existence and
the completeness of wave operators in a two-Hilbert spaces setting. Finally, in Section 4.2, we use these
abstract results in conjunction with the results of the previous sections to prove the existence and the
completeness of wave operators for the pair tM0;Mu (Theorem 4.6). We also give an explicit description
of the initial sets of the wave operators in terms of the asymptotic velocity operators for the Hamiltonians
M` and Mr (Proposition 4.8 & Theorem 4.10).
2 Model
2.1 Full Hamiltonian
In this section, we introduce the full Hamiltonian M that we will study. It is a one-dimensional Maxwell-like
operator describing perturbations of an anisotropic periodic one-dimensional photonic crystal.
Throughout the paper, for any Hilbert space H, we write x  ;  yH for the scalar product on H, }  }H
for the norm on H, BpHq for the set of bounded operators on H, and K pHq for the set of compact
operators on H. We also use the notation BpH1;H2q (resp. K pH1;H2q) for the set of bounded (resp.
compact) operators from a Hilbert space H1 to a Hilbert space H2.
Denition 2.1 (One-dimensional Maxwell-like operator). Let 0   c0   c1   8 and take a Hermitian
matrix-valued function w P L8
 
R;BpC2q

such that c0 ¤ wpxq ¤ c1 for a.e. x P R. Let P be the
momentum operator in L2pRq, that is, P f : i f 1 for each f P H1pRq, with H1pRq the rst Sobolev
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space on R. Let
D' :

0 P
P 0


'; ' P DpDq : H1pR;C2q:
Then, the Maxwell-like operator M in L2pR;C2q is dened as
M' : wD'; ' P DpMq : DpDq:
The Maxwell weight w that we consider converges at 8 to periodic functions in the following sense :
Assumption 2.2 (Maxwell weight). There exist " ¡ 0 and hermitian matrix-valued functions w`; wr P
L8
 
R;BpC2q

periodic of periods p`; pr ¡ 0 such thatwpxq  w`pxqBpC2q ¤ Const:xxy1"; a.e. x   0,wpxq  wrpxqBpC2q ¤ Const:xxy1"; a.e. x ¡ 0, (2.1)
where the indexes ` and r stand for \left" and \right", and xxy : p1  |x |2q1{2.
Lemma 2.3. Let Assumption 2.2 be satised.
(a) One has for a.e. x P R the inequalities
c0 ¤ w`pxq ¤ c1 and c0 ¤ wrpxq ¤ c1;
with c0; c1 introduced in Denition 2.1.
(b) The sesquilinear form
x; yHw : L
2pR;C2q  L2pR;C2q Ñ C; p ;'q ÞÑ
@
 ;w1'
D
L2pR;C2q;
denes a new scalar product on L2pR;C2q, and we denote by Hw the space L
2pR;C2q equipped
with x  ;  yHw . Moreover, the norm of L
2pR;C2q and Hw are equivalent, and the claim remains true
if one replace w with w` or wr.
(c) The operator M with domain DpMq : H1pR;C2q is self-adjoint in Hw .
Proof. Point (a) is a direct consequence of the assumptions on w;w`; wr. Point (b) follows from the
bounds c0 ¤ wpxq; w`pxq; wrpxq ¤ c1 valid for a.e. x P R. Point (c) can be proved as in [9, Prop. 6.2].
2.2 Free Hamiltonian
We now dene the free Hamiltonian associated to the operator M. Due to the anisotropy of the Maxwell
weight w at 8, it is convenient to dene left and right asymptotic operators
M` : w`D and Mr : wrD;
with w` and wr as in Assumption 2.2. Lemma 2.3(c) implies that the operators M` and Mr are self-adjoint
in the Hilbert spaces Hw` and Hwr , with the same domain DpM`q  DpMrq  DpMq. Then, we dene the
free Hamiltonian as the direct sum operator
M0 : M` `Mr
in the Hilbert space H0 : Hw` `Hwr . Since the free Hamiltonian acts in the Hilbert space H0 and the
full Hamiltonian acts in the Hilbert space Hw , we need to introduce an identication operator between
the spaces H0 and Hw :
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Denition 2.4 (Junction operator). Let j`; jr P C
8pR; r0; 1sq be such that
j`pxq :
#
1 if x ¤ 1
0 if x ¥ 1{2
and jrpxq :
#
0 if x ¤ 1{2
1 if x ¥ 1.
Then, J : H0 Ñ Hw is the bounded operator dened by
Jp'`; 'rq : j`'`   jr'r;
with adjoint J : Hw Ñ H0 given by J' 
 
w`w
1j`';wrw1jr'

:
Remark 2.5. We call J the junction operator because it models mathematically the junction depicted
in Figure 1. Indeed, the Hamiltonian M0 only describes the free dynamics of the system in the bulk
asymptotically on the left and in the bulk asymptotically on the right. Since M0 is the direct sum of the
operators M` and Mr, the interface eects between the left and the right parts of the system are not
described by M0 in any way. The role of the operator J is thus to map the free bulk states of the system
belonging to the direct sum Hilbert space H0 onto a joined state belonging to the physical Hilbert space
Hw , where acts the full Hamiltonian M describing the interface eects.
Given a state ' P Hw , the square norm Ep'q : }'}
2
Hw
can be interpreted as the total energy of
the electromagnetic eld '  p'E ; 'Hq
T. A direct computation shows that the total energy of a state
Jp'`; 'rq obtained by joining bulk states '` P H` and 'r P Hr satises
E
 
Jp'`; 'rq

 E`p'`q   Erp'r q   Einterfacep'`; 'rq
with E`p'`q : }j`'`}
2
Hw`
and Erp'r q : }jr'r}
2
Hwr
the total energies of the eld j`'` on the left and the
eld jr'r on the right, and with
Einterfacep'`; 'rq :
@
'`; j`
 
w1  w1`

j`'`
D
L2pR;C2q  
@
'r; jr
 
w1  w1r

jr'r
D
L2pR;C2q
the energy associated with the left and right external interfaces of the junction. In particular, one notices
that there is no contribution to the energy associated to the central region p1{2; 1{2q of the junction.
This physical observation shows as a by-product that the operator J is neither invertible, nor isometric.
2.3 Fibering of the free Hamiltonian
In this section, we introduce a Bloch-Floquet (or Bloch-Floquet-Zak or Floquet-Gelfand) transform to
take advantage of the periodicity of the operators M` and Mr. For brevity, we use the symbol  to denote
either the index \`" or the index \r".
Let
  :
 
np | n P Z
(
 R
be the one-dimensional lattice of period p with fundamental cell Y : rp{2; p{2s, and let
  :
 
2n{p | n P Z
(
 R
be the reciprocal lattice of   with fundamental cell Y  : r{p; {ps. For each t P R, we dene the
translation operator
Tt : L
2
locpR;C
2q Ñ L2locpR;C
2q; ' ÞÑ 'p   tq:
Using this operator, we can dene the Bloch-Floquet transform of a C2-valued Schwartz function ' P
S pR;C2q as
pU'qpk; q :
¸
nPZ
eikpnpq
 
Tnp'

pq; k;  P R:
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One can verify that U' is p-periodic in the variable ,
pU'qpk;    q  pU'qpk; q;  P  ;
and 2{p-pseudo-periodic in the variable k ,
pU'qpk   ; q  ei

pU'qpk; q;  P   :
Now, let h be the Hilbert space obtained by equipping the set 
' P L2locpR;C
2q | T'  ' for all  P  
(
with the scalar product
x'; yh :
»
Y
d
@
'pq; wpq1 pq
D
C2
:
Since h and L2pY;C2q are isomorphic, we shall use both representations. Next, let fi :   Ñ Bphq be
the unitary representation of the dual lattice   on h given by 
fipq'

pq : ei

'pq;  P   , ' P h, a.e.  P R,
and let Hfi; be the Hilbert space obtained by equipping the set 
u P L2locpR; hq | up   
q  fipqu for all  P  
(
with the scalar product
xu; vyHfi; :
1
|Y  |
»
Y 
dk
@
upkq; vpkq
D
h
:
There is a natural isomorphism from Hfi; to L2pY  ; hq given by the restriction from R to Y

 , and with
inverse given by fi-equivariant continuation. However, using Hfi; has various advantages and we shall
stick to it in the sequel. Direct calculations show that the Bloch-Floquet transform extends to a unitary
operator U : Hw Ñ Hfi; with inverse 
U 1 u

pxq  1|Y  |
»
Y 
dk eikx
 
upkq

pxq; u P Hfi;, a.e. x P R.
Furthermore, since M commutes with the translation operators T ( P  ), the operator M is decom-
posable in the Bloch-Floquet representation. Namely, we havexM : UMU 1   xMpkq(kPR
with xMpk  q  fipqxMpkqfipq; k P R;  P   ; (2.2)
and
xMpkq  w pDpkq and pDpkqupkq   0 iB   kiB   k 0


upkq; k P Y  ; u P UDpMq:
Here, the domain UDpMq of UMU 1 satises
UDpMq  UH1pR;C2q 
 
u P L2locpR; h
1
q | up   
q  fipqu for all  P  
(
with
h1 :
 
' P H1locpR;C
2q | T'  ' for all  P  
(
:
In the next proposition, we prove that the operator xM is analytically bered in the sense of [11,
Def. 2.2]. For this, we need to introduce the Bloch variety
 :
 
pk; q P Y   R |  P ff
 xMpkq(: (2.3)
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Proposition 2.6 (Fibering of the asymptotic Hamiltonians). Let
xMp!q' : w pDp0q   w0 !
! 0



'; ! P C; ' P h1:
(a) The set
O :
 
p!; zq P C C | z P 
 xMp!q(:
is open in CC and the map O Q p!; zq ÞÑ
 xMp!q  z1 P Bphq is analytic in the variables !
and z .
(b) For each ! P C, the operator xMp!q has purely discrete spectrum.
(c) If  is equipped with the topology induced by Y   C, then the projection R :  Ñ R given by
Rpk; q :  is proper.
In particular, the operator xM is analytically bered in the sense of [11, Def. 2.2].
Proof. (a) The operator w pDp0q is self-adjoint on h1  h, and for each ! P C we have that w  0 !! 0  P
Bphq. Hence, for each ! P C the operator xMp!q is closed in h and has domain h1, and for each x P R
the operator xMpxq is self-adjoint on h1. In particular, we infer by functional calculus that
lim
|t|Ñ8
 xMpxq  i t1
Bphq
¤ lim
|t|Ñ8
1
|t|  0 pt P Rq:
Therefore, for each y P R the set

y :
"
i t P iR |
 xMpxq  i t1Bphq	1 ¡ |y | }w}Bphq
*
is non-empty, and then the argument in [16, Rem. IV.3.2] guarantees that 
y is contained in the resolvent
set of xMpx   iyq. Thus, for each !  x   iy P C the operator xMp!q is closed in h, has domain h1,
and non-empty resolvent set, and for each ' P h1 the map C Q ! ÞÑ xMp!q' P h is linear and therefore
analytic. So, the collection
 xMp!q(!PC is an analytic family of type (A) [24, p. 16], and thus also an
analytic family in the sense of Kato [24, p. 14]. The claim is then a consequence of [24, Thm. XII.7].
(b) Since
 xMp!q(!PC is an analytic family of type (A), the operators xMp!q have compact resolvent
(and thus purely discrete spectrum) either for all ! P C or for no ! P C [16, Thm. III.6.26 & VII.2.4].
Therefore, to prove the claim, it is sucient to show that xMp0q has compact resolvent. Now, we have
xMp0q  w pDp0q  w 0 iBiB 0


;
where iB is a rst order dierential operator in L
2pYq with periodic boundary conditions, and thus with
purely discrete spectrum that accumulates at 8. In consequence, each entry of the matrix operator
  pDp0q   i1   i 1  piBq21 iB 1  piBq21
iB
 
1  piBq
2
1
i
 
1  piBq
2
1

is compact in L2pYq, so that
  pDp0q   i1 is compact in L2pY;C2q. Since Lemma 2.3(a) implies that
the norms on L2pY;C2q and h are equivalent, we infer that
  pDp0q   i1 is also compact in h. Finally,
since  xMp0q   i1   xMp0q   iw1    xMp0q   i1   xMp0q   iw1

  pDp0q   i1w1  i xMp0q   i1p1 wq  pDp0q   i1w1 ; (2.4)
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with w1 and p1 wq bounded in h, we obtain that
 xMp0q   i1 is compact in h.
(c) Let Y   C be endowed with the topology induced by C C. Point (a) implies that the set
c :
 
pk; zq P Y   C | z P 
 xMpkq(
is open in Y  C. Therefore, the set  is closed in Y

 C and the inclusion  :  Ñ Y

 C is a closed
map. Since the projection C : Y

  CÑ C given by Cpk; zq : z is also a closed map (because Y

 is
compact, see [20, Ex. 7, p. 171]) and R  C  , we infer that R is a closed map. Moreover, R is
continuous because it is the restriction to the subset  of the continuous projection C : Y   CÑ C.
In consequence, in order to prove that R is proper it is sucient to show that 
1
R
ptuq is compact in
 for each  P Rpq. But since
1
R
ptuq 
 
1  1
C

ptuq  1pY   tuq  pY

  tuq X;
this follows from compactness of Y  and the closedness of  in Y

  C.
Proposition 2.6 can be combined with the theorem of Rellich [16, Thm. VII.3.9] which, adapted to
our notations, states :
Theorem 2.7 (Rellich). Let 
  C be a neighborhood of an interval I0  R and let tT p!qu!P
 be a self-
adjoint analytic family of type (A), with each T p!q having compact resolvent. Then, there is a sequence
of scalar-valued functions n and a sequence of vector-valued functions un, all analytic on I0, such that
for ! P I0 the np!q are the repeated eigenvalues of T p!q and the unp!q form a complete orthonormal
family of the associated eigenvectors of T p!q.
By applying this theorem to the family
 xMp!q(!PC, we infer the existence of analytic eigenvalue
functions ;n : Y  Ñ R and analytic orthonormal eigenvector functions u;n : Y

 Ñ h. We call band
the graph
  
k; ;npkq

| k P Y 
(
of the eigenvalue function ;n, so that the Bloch variety  coincides
with the countable union of the bands (see (2.3)). Since the derivative 1;n of ;n exists and is analytic,
it is natural to dene the set of thresholds of the operator M as
T :
¤
nPN
 
 P R | Dk P Y  such that   ;npkq and 
1
;npkq  0
(
; (2.5)
and the set of thresholds of both M` and Mr as
TM : T` Y Tr: (2.6)
Proposition 2.6(b), together with the analyticity of the functions ;n, implies that the set T is discrete,
with only possible accumulation point at innity. Furthermore, [24, Thm. XIII.85(e)] implies that the
possible eigenvalues of M are contained in T. However, these eigenvalues should be generated by locally
(hence globally) at bands, and one can show their absence by adapting Thomas' argument [34, Sec. II]
to our setup:
Proposition 2.8 (Spectrum of the asymptotic Hamiltonians). The spectrum of M is purely absolutely
continuous. In particular,
ffpMq  ffacpMq  ffesspMq;
with ffacpMq the absolutely continuous spectrum of M and ffesspMq the essential spectrum of M.
Proof. In view of [24, Thm. XIII.86], the claim follows once we prove the absence of at bands for M.
For this purpose, we use the version of the Thomas' argument as presented in [31, Sec. 1.3]. Accordingly,
we rst need to show that, for !  i with  P R large enough, the operator xMpiq is invertible and
satises
lim
||Ñ8
xMpiq1Bphq  0: (2.7)
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Let us start with the operator pDpiq   0 iB   i
iB   i 0


acting on h1  h. Since the family of functions te

n unPZ given by
e n pq :
1?
p
e2in{p

1
0


; en pq :
1?
p
e2in{p

0
1


;  P Y;
is an orthonormal basis of L2pY;C2q, and since h and L2pY;C2q have equivalent norms, the family
ten unPZ, with extended variable  P R, is also a (non-orthogonal) basis for h, and thus any ' P h
1
 can
be expanded in h as
' 
¸
nPZ
 p' n e n   p'n en  with p'n : @'; en DL2pY;C2q:
It follows that  pDpiq'2
h

¸
nPZ

2n
p
 i
	  p' n en   p'n e n 

2
h
¥ Const:
¸
nPZ

2n
p
 i
	  p' n en   p'n e n 

2
L2pY;C2q
 Const:
¸
nPZ
 2np  i2  |p' n |2   |p'n |2
¥ Const: ||2 }'}2L2pY;C2q
¥ Const: ||2 }'}2h :
Thus, the operators pDpiq are injective with closed range and satisfy in h the relations 
Ran pDpiqK  Ker   pDpiq  Ker  w pDp	iqw1   0:
In consequence Ran pDpiq  h, and the operators pDpiq are invertible with pDpiq1
Bphq ¤ Const: ||
1:
It follows that xMpiq is invertible too, withxMpiq1Bphq   pDpiq1w1 Bphq ¤ Const: ||1;
which implies (2.7).
Now, let us assume by contradiction that there exists n P N such that ;npkq is equal to a constant
c P R for all k P Y  . Then, using the analyticity properties of xM (Proposition 2.6) in conjunction with
the analytic Fredholm alternative, one infers that c is an eigenvalue of xMp!q for all ! P C. Letting
up!q be the corresponding eigenfunction for xMp!q, one obtains that xMp!qup!q  cup!q for all ! P C.
Choosing !  i with  P R and using the fact that xMpiq is invertible, one thus obtains that
upiq  c xMpiq1upiq with }upiq}h  1;
which contradicts (2.7).
Remark 2.9. The absence of at bands for the 3-dimensional Maxwell operator has been discussed in [31,
Sec. 5]. However, the results of [31] do not cover the result of Proposition 2.8 since the weights considered
in [31] are block-diagonal and smooth while in Proposition 2.8 the weights are L8 positive-denite 2 2
matrices. Neither diagonality, nor smoothness is assumed.
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3 Mourre theory and spectral results
3.1 Commutators
In this section, we recall some denitions appearing in Mourre theory and provide a precise meaning to
the commutators mentioned in the introduction. We refer to [1, 29] for more information and details.
Let A be a self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space H with domain DpAq, and let T P BpHq. For any
k P N, we say that T belongs to CkpAq, with notation T P CkpAq, if the map
R Q t ÞÑ eitA T eitA P BpHq (3.1)
is strongly of class Ck . In the case k  1, one has T P C1pAq if and only if the quadratic form
DpAq Q ' ÞÑ x'; TA'yH  xA'; T'yH P C
is continuous for the norm topology induced by H on DpAq. We denote by rT;As the bounded operator
associated with the continuous extension of this form, or equivalently i times the strong derivative of
the function (3.1) at t  0.
If H is a self-adjoint operator in H with domain DpHq and spectrum ffpHq, we say that H is of class
CkpAq if pH  zq1 P CkpAq for some z P CzffpHq. In particular, H is of class C1pAq if and only if the
quadratic form
DpAq Q ' ÞÑ
@
'; pH  zq1A'
D
H

@
A'; pH  zq1'
D
H
P C
extends continuously to a bounded form dened by the operator

pH  zq1; A

P BpHq. In such a case,
the set DpHq XDpAq is a core for H and the quadratic form
DpHq XDpAq Q ' ÞÑ xH';A'yH  xA';H'yH P C
is continuous in the natural topology of DpHq (i.e. the topology of the graph-norm) [1, Thm. 6.2.10(b)].
This form then extends uniquely to a continuous quadratic form on DpHq which can be identied with a
continuous operator rH;As from DpHq to the adjoint space DpHq. In addition, one has the identity
pH  zq1; A

 pH  zq1rH;AspH  zq1; (3.2)
and the following result is veried [1, Thm. 6.2.15] : If H is of class CkpAq for some k P N and  P S pRq
is a Schwartz function, then pHq P CkpAq.
A regularity condition slightly stronger than being of class C1pAq is dened as follows : H is of class
C1 "pAq for some " P p0; 1q if H is of class C1pAq and if for some z P CzffpHq eitA pH  zq1; A eitApH  zq1; A
BpHq ¤ Const: t
" for all t P p0; 1q.
The condition C2pAq is stronger than C1 "pAq, which in turn is stronger than C1pAq.
We now recall the denition of two useful functions introduced in [1, Sec. 7.2]. For this, we need
the following conventions : if EHp  q denotes the spectral projection-valued measure of H, then we set
EHp; "q : EH
 
p  ";    "q

for any  P R and " ¡ 0, and if S; T P BpHq, then we write S  T if
S  T is compact, and S À T if there exists a compact operator K such that S ¤ T   K. With these
conventions, we dene for H of class C1pAq the function %AH : RÑ p8;8s by
%AHpq : sup
 
a P R | D" ¡ 0 such that aEHp; "q ¤ EHp; "qriH; AsEHp; "q
(
;
and we dene the function r%AH : RÑ p8;8s by
r%AHpq : sup  a P R | D" ¡ 0 such that aEHp; "q À EHp; "qriH; AsEHp; "q(:
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Note that the following equivalent denition of the function r%AH is often useful :
r%AHpq  sup  a P R | D P C8c pR;Rq such that pq  0 and apHq2 À pHqriH; AspHq(: (3.3)
One says that A is conjugate to H at a point  P R if r%AHpq ¡ 0, and that A is strictly conjugate to H at 
if %AHpq ¡ 0. It is shown in [1, Prop. 7.2.6] that the function r%AH : RÑ p8;8s is lower semicontinuous,
that r%AH ¥ %AH, and that r%AHpq   8 if and only if  P ffesspHq. In particular, the set of points where A is
conjugate to H, rApHq :   P R | r%AHpq ¡ 0(;
is open in R.
The main consequences of the existence of a conjugate operator A for H are given in the theorem
below, which is a particular case of [29, Thm. 0.1 & 0.2]. For its statement, we use the notation ffppHq for
the point spectrum of H, and we recall that if G is an auxiliary Hilbert space, then an operator T P BpH;Gq
is locally H-smooth on an open set I  R if for each compact set I0  I there exists cI0 ¥ 0 such that»
R
dt
T eitH EHpI0q'2G ¤ cI0 }'}2H for each ' P H; (3.4)
and T is (globally) H-smooth if (3.4) is satised with EHpI0q replaced by the identity 1.
Theorem 3.1 (Spectrum of H). Let H;A be a self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space H, let G be an
auxiliary Hilbert space, assume that H is of class C1 "pAq for some " P p0; 1q, and suppose there exist an
open set I  R, a number a ¡ 0 and an operator K P K pHq such that
EHpIq riH; AsEHpIq ¥ aEHpIq  K: (3.5)
Then,
(a) each operator T P BpH;Gq which extends continuously to an element of B
 
DpxAysq;G

for some
s ¡ 1{2 is locally H-smooth on IzffppHq,
(b) H has at most nitely many eigenvalues in I, each one of nite multiplicity, and H has no singular
continuous spectrum in I.
3.2 Conjugate operator for the free Hamiltonian
With the denitions of Section 2.3 at hand, we can construct a conjugate operator for the operator xM.
Our construction follows from the one given in [11, Sec. 3], but it is simpler because our base manifold
Y  is one-dimensional. Indeed, thanks to Theorem 2.7, it is sucient to construct the conjugate operator
band by band.
So, for each n P N, let p;n :  p;npkq(kPR and p1;n :  p1;npkq(kPR be the bounded decomposable
self-adjoint operators in Hfi; dened by fi-equivariant continuation as in (2.2) and by the relationsp;npkq' : @u;npkq; 'Dhu;npkq and p1;npkq' : 1;npkq'; k P Y  ; ' P h:
Set also ;n : U 1 p;nU and xQ : UQU 1 , with Q the operator of multiplication by the variable
in Hw
pQ'qpxq : x 'pxq; ' P DpQq :
 
' P Hw | }Q'}Hw   8
(
:
Remark 3.2. Since Q commutes with w1 , the operator Q is self-adjoint in Hw and essentially self-
adjoint on S pR;C2q  Hw . The denition and the domain of Q are independent of the specic weight
w1 appearing in the scalar product of Hw . The insistence on the label   `; r is only motivated by a
notational need that will result helpful in the next sections.
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For any compact interval I  RzT, we dene the nite set NpIq :
 
n P N | 1;npIq  ?
(
. Finally,
we set
D : US pR;C2q 
 
u P C8pR; hq | up   q  fipqu for all  P  
(
: (3.6)
Then, we can dene the symmetric operator pA;I in Hfi; bypA;Iu : 12 ¸
nPNpIq
p;n p1;n xQ   xQ p1;np;nu; u P D: (3.7)
Theorem 3.3 (Mourre estimate for xM). Let I  RzT be a compact interval. Then,
(a) the operator pA;I is essentially self-adjoint on D and on any other core for xQ2, with closure denoted
by the same symbol,
(b) the operator xM is of class C2p pA;Iq,
(c) there exists cI ¡ 0 such that %
pA;I
yM
¥ cI .
Proof. (a) The claim is a consequence of Nelson's criterion of self-adjointness [22, Thm. X.37] applied to
the triple p pA;I ; N;Dq, where N : xQ2 1 and xQ2 : UQ2U 1 . Indeed, the operator N is essentially
self-adjoint on D  US pR;C2q since Q2 is essentially self-adjoint on S pR;C
2q. In addition, since pA;I
is composed of the bounded operators p;n and p1;n which are analytic in the variable k P Y  and xQ
acts as iBk in Hfi;, a direct computation gives pA;IuHfi; ¤ Const:}Nu}Hfi; ; u P D:
Similarly, a direct computation using the boundedness and the analyticity of p;n and p1;n implies that@ pA;Iu;NuDHfi;  @Nu; pA;IuDHfi;  ¤ Const:xNu; uyHfi; ; u P D:
In both inequalities, we used the fact that DpxQ2q  DpxQq. As a consequence, pA;I is essentially self-
adjoint on D and on any other core for N.
(b) The set
E :
 
u P C8pR; hq | up   q  fipqu for all  P  
(
 D
is a core for N. So, it follows from point (a) that pA;I is essentially self-adjoint on E. Moreover, sincexMpkq is analytic in k P R and satises the covariance relation (2.2), we obtain that  xM zE  E for
any z P CzffpxMq. Since the same argument applies to the resolvent, we obtain that  xM z1E  E.
Therefore, we have the inclusion
 xM  z1u P Dp pA;Iq for each u P E, and a calculation using (3.2)
gives @
u;

i
 xM  z1; pA;IuDHfi;  @u; xM  z1ixM; pA;I xM  z1uDHfi;

B
u;
 xM  z1 ¸
nPNpIq
p;n p1;n2 p;n xM  z1uF
Hfi;
:
Since
°
nPNpIq p;n p1;n2 p;n P BpHfi;q, it follows that xM is of class C1p pA;Iq with
ixM; pA;I  ¸
nPNpIq
p;n p1;n2 p;n: (3.8)
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Finally, since p;n P C1p pA;Iq and p1;n P C1p pA;Iq for each n P N, we infer from (3.8) and [1, Prop. 5.1.5]
that xM is of class C2p pA;Iq.
(c) Using point (b) and the denition of the operators p;n, we obtain for all  P C8c pI;Rq and
k P Y  that

 xMpkqixM; pA;Ipkq xMpkq
 
 xMpkq
 ¸
nPNpIq
p;npkqp1;npkq2 p;npkq


 xMpkq
¥ cI 
 xMpkq
 ¸
nPNpIq
p;npkq2


 xMpkq
 cI 
 xMpkq2
with cI : minnPNpIqmintkPY  |;npkqPIu
1npkq2. Thus, by using the denition of the scalar product in Hfi;,
we infer that

 xMixM; pA;I xM ¥ cI  xM2;
which, together with the denition (3.3), implies the claim.
Since the operator pA;I is essentially self-adjoint on D  US pR;C2q and on any other core forxQ2, it follows by Theorem 3.3(a) that the inverse Bloch-Floquet transform of pA;I ,
A;I : U 1 pA;IU;
is essentially self-adjoint on S pR;C2q and on any other core for Q2. Therefore, the results (b) and (c) of
Theorem 3.3 can be restated as follows : the operator M is of class C2pA;Iq and there exists cI ¡ 0 such
that %
A;I
M
¥ cI . Combining these results for   ` and   r, one obtains a conjugate operator for the
free Hamiltonian M0  M` `Mr introduced in Section 2.2. Namely, for any compact interval I  RzTM ,
the operator
A0;I : A`;I ` Ar;I
satises the following properties :
(a') the operator A0;I is essentially self-adjoint on S pR;C2q `S pR;C2q and on any set E ` E with E
a core for Q2, with closure denoted by the same symbol,
(b') the operator M0 is of class C
2pA0;Iq,
(c') there exists cI ¡ 0 such that %
A0;I
M0
¥ cI .
Remark 3.4. What precedes implies in particular that the free Hamiltonian M0 has purely absolutely
continuous spectrum except at the points of TM , where it may have eigenvalues. However, we already
know from Proposition 2.8 that this does not occur. Therefore,
ffpM0q  ffacpM0q  ffesspM0q  ffesspM`q Y ffesspMrq:
3.3 Conjugate operator for the full Hamiltonian
In this section, we show that the operator JA0;IJ
 is a conjugate operator for the full Hamiltonian M
introduced in Section 2.1. We start with the proof of the essential self-adjointness of JA0;IJ
 in Hw . We
use the notation Q (see Remark 3.2) for the operator of multiplication by the variable in Hw ,
pQ'qpxq : x 'pxq; ' P DpQq :
 
' P Hw | }Q'}Hw   8
(
:
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Proposition 3.5. For each compact interval I  RzTM the operator AI : JA0;IJ
 is essentially self-
adjoint on S pR;C2q and on any other core for Q2, with closure denoted by the same symbol.
Proof. First, we observe that since JS pR;C2q  DpQ20q with Q0 : Q` ` Qr the operator AI is well-
dened and symmetric on S pR;C2q  Hw due to point (a') above. Next, to prove the claim, we use
Nelson's criterion of essential self-adjointness [22, Thm. X.37] applied to the triple
 
AI ; N;S pR;C2q

with N : Q2   1.
For this, we note that S pR;C2q is a core for N and that the operators Q
Q2 1 , j, ww
1j, ;n
and U 1 p1;nU are bounded in Hw . Moreover, we verify with direct calculations on S pR;C2q that the
operators ;n and U 1 p1;nU belong to C1pQq (in Hw), and that their commutators r;n; Qs and
rU 1 p1;nU; Qs belong to C1pQq (in Hw ). Then, a short computation using these properties gives the
bound
}AI'}Hw ¤ Const:}N'}Hw ; ' P S pR;C
2q;
and a slightly longer computation using the same properties shows thatxAI';N'yHw  xN';AI'yHw  ¤ Const:xN';'yHw ; ' P S pR;C2q:
Thus, the hypotheses of Nelson's criterion are satised, and the claim follows.
In order to prove that AI is a conjugate operator for M, we need two preliminary lemmas. They
involve the two-Hilbert spaces dierence of resolvents of M0 and M :
Bpzq : J pM0  zq
1  pM  zq1J; z P CzR:
Lemma 3.6. For each z P CzR, one has the inclusion Bpzq P K pH0;Hw q.
Proof. One has for p'`; 'rq P H0
Bpzqp'`; 'rq 
¸
Pt`;ru
 
jpM  zq1  pM  zq1j

'

¸
Pt`;ru
  
pM  zq1  pM  zq1

j'  

j; pM  zq1

'
(
: (3.9)
Thus, an application of the standard result [30, Thm. 4.1] taking into account the properties of j implies
that the operator

j; pM  zq1

is compact. This proves the claim for the second term in (3.9).
For the rst term in (3.9), we have the equalities 
pM  zq1  pM  zq1

j
 pM  zq1pM Mq jpM  zq1   pM  zq1pM Mq

pM  zq1; j

 pM  zq1jpw  wqDpM  zq1   pM  zq1pw  wqrD; jspM  zq1
  pM  zq1pM Mq

pM  zq1; j

; (3.10)
with jpw wq and rD; js matrix-valued functions vanishing at 8. Thus, the operator in the rst term
in (3.9) is also compact, which concludes the proof.
Lemma 3.7. For each z P CzR and each compact interval I  RzTM , one has the inclusion
BpzqA0;I æ DpA0;Iq P K pH0;Hw q:
Proof. Since A0;I is essentially self-adjoint on S pR;C2q `S pR;C2q, it is sucient to show that
BpzqA0;I æ
 
S pR;C2q `S pR;C2q

P K pH0;Hw q:
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Furthermore, we have A0;I  A`;I`Ar;I , and each operator A;I acts on S pR;C2q as a sum QF;I G;I ,
with F;I ; G;I bounded operators in Hw mapping the set S pR;C2q into DpQq. These facts, together
with the compactness result of Lemma 3.6 and (3.9), imply that it is sucient to show that 
pM  zq1  pM  zq1

jQ æ S pR;C2q P K pHw ;Hw q:
and 
j; pM  zq1

Q æ S pR;C2q P K pHw ;Hw q:
Now, if one takes Assumption 2.2 into account, the proof of these inclusions is similar to the proof of
Lemma 3.6. We leave the details to the reader.
Next, we will need the following theorem which is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1 and Corollaries
3.7-3.8 of [28].
Theorem 3.8. Let H0; A0 be self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space H0, let H be a self-adjoint operator
in a Hilbert space H, let J P BpH0;Hq, and let
Bpzq : JpH0  zq
1  pH  zq1J; z P CzR:
Suppose there exists a set D  DpA0Jq such that JA0J is essentially self-adjoint on D , with A its
self-adjoint extension. Finally, assume that
(i) H0 is of class C
1pA0q,
(ii) for each z P CzR, one has Bpzq P K pH0;Hq,
(iii) for each z P CzR, one has BpzqA0 æ DpA0q P K pH0;Hq,
(iv) for each  P C8c pRq, one has pHq pJJ
  1q pHq P K pHq.
Then, H is of class C1pAq and r%AH ¥ r%A0H0 . In particular, if A0 is conjugate to H0 at  P R, then A is
conjugate to H at .
We are now ready to prove a Mourre estimate for M :
Theorem 3.9 (Mourre estimate forM). Let I  RzTM be a compact interval. Then,M is of class C
1pAIq,
and r%AIM pq ¥ r%A0;IM0 pq  min  r%A`;IM` pq; r%Ar;IMr pq( ¡ 0 for every  P I.
Proof. Theorem 3.3 and its restatement at the end of Section 3.2 give us the estimate
min
 r%A`;IM` pq; r%Ar;IMr pq( ¡ 0 for every  P I.
In addition, the equality r%A0;IM0  min  r%A`;IM` ; r%Ar;IMr ( is a consequence of the denition of A0;I as a direct sum
of A`;I and Ar;I (see [1, Prop. 8.3.5]).
So, it only remains to show the inequality r%AIM ¥ r%A0;IM0 to prove the claim. For this, we apply Theorem
3.8 with H0  M0, H  M and A0  A0;I , starting with the verication of its assumptions (i)-(iv) :
the assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.8 follow from point (b') above, Lemma 3.6, and Lemma
3.7, respectively. Furthermore, the assumption (iv) of Theorem 3.8 follows from the fact that for any
 P C8c pRq we have the inclusion
pMq pJJ  1q pMq  pMq
 
w`w
1j2`   wrw
1j2r  1

pQqpMq P K pHw q;
since
w`w
1j2`   wrw
1j2r  1  pw`  wq j
2
` w
1   pwr  wq j2r w
1  
 
j2`   j
2
r  1

is a matrix-valued function vanishing at 8. These facts, together with Proposition 3.5 and the inclusion
S pR;C2q  DpA0Jq, imply that all the assumptions of Theorem 3.8 are satised. We thus obtain thatr%AIM ¥ r%A0;IM0 , as desired.
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3.4 Spectral properties of the full Hamiltonian
In this section, we determine the spectral properties of the full Hamiltonian M. We start by proving that
M has the same essential spectrum as the free Hamiltonian M0 :
Proposition 3.10. One has
ffesspMq  ffesspM0q  ffpM`q Y ffpMrq:
To prove Proposition 3.10, we rst need two preliminary lemmas. In the rst lemma, we use the
notation  for the characteristic function of a Borel set   R.
Lemma 3.11. (a) The operator M is locally compact in Hw , that is, BpQqpM  iq
1 P K pHw q for
each bounded Borel set B  R.
(b) Let  P C8c
 
R; r0;8q

satisfy pxq  1 for |x | ¤ 1 and pxq  0 for |x | ¥ 2, and set npxq : px{nq
for all x P R and n P Nzt0u. Then,
lim
nÑ8
rM; npQqspM  iq1BpHw q  0:
Moreover, the results of (a) and (b) also hold true for the operators M0 and Q0 in the Hilbert space H0.
Proof. (a) A direct computation shows that
BpQqpD  iq
1 

i BpQqp1  P
2q1 BpQqP p1  P 2q1
BpQqP p1  P
2q1 i BpQqp1  P 2q1


;
which implies that BpQqpD  iq
1 is compact in L2pR;C2q since every entry of the matrix is compact
in L2pRq (see [30, Thm. 4.1]). Given that L2pR;C2q and Hw have equivalent norms by Lemma 2.3(b), it
follows that BpQqpD  iq
1 is also compact in Hw . Finally, the resolvent identity (similar to (2.4))
pM  iq1  pD  iq1w1   i pD  iq1pw1  1qpM  iq1
shows that BpQqpM iq
1 is the sum of two compact operators in Hw , and hence compact in Hw . The
same argument also shows that the operatorsM are locally compact in Hw , and thus thatM0  M``Mr
is locally compact in H0  Hw` `Hwr .
(b) Let ' P DpMq  H1pR;C2q. Then, a direct computation taking into account the inclusion
npQq' P DpMq gives
rM; npQqs'  w

0 rP; npQqs
rP; npQqs 0


'   i
n
w 1npQq

0 1
1 0


':
In consequence, we obtain that
rM; npQqspM  iq1BpHw q ¤ Const: n1 which proves the claim. As
before, the same argument also applies to the operatorsM inHw , and thus to the operatorM0  M``Mr
in H0  Hw` `Hwr .
Lemma 3.11 is needed to prove that the essential spectra of M and M0 can be characterised in
terms of Zhislin sequences (see [12, Def. 10.4]). Zhislin sequences are particular types of Weyl sequences
supported at innity as in the following lemma:
Lemma 3.12 (Zhislin sequences). Let  P R. Then,  P ffesspMq if and only if there exists a sequence
tffimumPNzt0u  DpMq, called Zhislin sequence, such that :
(a) }ffim}Hw  1 for all m P Nzt0u,
(b) for each m P Nzt0u, one has ffimpxq  0 if |x | ¤ m,
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(c) limmÑ8 }pM  qffim}Hw  0.
Similarly,  P ffesspM0q if and only if there exists a sequence tffi
0
mumPNzt0u  DpM0q which meets the
properties (a), (b), (c) relative to the operator M0.
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.11, the claim can be proved by repeating step by step the arguments in the
proof of [12, Thm. 10.6].
We are now ready to complete the description of the essential spectrum of M :
Proof of Proposition 3.10. Take  P ffesspMq, let tffimumPNzt0u  DpMq be an associated Zhislin sequence,
and dene for each m P Nzt0u
ffi0m : cm pj`ffim; jrffimq P DpM0q with cm :
 j`ffim; jrffim1H0 :
Then, one has
ffi0mH0  1 for all m P Nzt0u and ffi0mpxq  0 if |x | ¤ m. Furthermore, using successively
the facts that j` jr  0, that pj`   jrqffim  ffim, and that 1  }ffim}
2
Hw
 xffim; w
1ffimyL2pR;C2q, one obtains
that
c2m 
@
ffim;
 
w1` j`   w
1
r jr

ffim
D
L2pR;C2q  1 
@
ffim;
 
w1` j`   w
1
r jr  w
1ffimDL2pR;C2q;
which implies that limmÑ8 cm  1 due to Assumption 2.2.
Now, consider the inequalitiespM0  qffi0m2H0  c2m ¸
Pt`;ru
pM  q jffim2Hw
¤ c2m
¸
Pt`;ru
pM  q jffimHw   pM Mq jffimHw	2
¤ c2m
¸
Pt`;ru
jpM  qffimHw   rM; jsffimHw   pw  wqDjffimHw	2 :
From the property (c) of Zhislin sequences, the boundedness of j, and the equivalence of the norms of
Hw and Hw , one gets that
lim
mÑ8
 jpM  qffimHw ¤ Const: limmÑ8 pM  qffimHw  0:
Moreover, one has rM; jsffim  iw j 1
 
0 1
1 0

ffim, with j
1
 supported in r1; 1s. This implies that rM; jsffim 
0. For the same reason, one has Djffim  jDffim, with the latter vector supported in x ¤ m if   `
and in x ¥ m if   r. This, together with Assumption 2.2, implies thatpw  wqDjffimHw ¤ Const:xmy1"}Dffim}Hw ¤ Const:xmy1"}Mffim}Hw :
The last inequality, along with the equality limmÑ8 }Mffim}Hw  || (which follows from the property (c)
of Zhislin sequences), gives
lim
mÑ8
pw  wqDjffimHw  0:
Putting all the pieces together, we obtain that limmÑ8
pM0  qffi0mH0  0. This concludes the proof
that tffi0mumPNzt0u is a Zhislin sequence for the operator M0 and the point  P ffesspMq, and thus that
ffesspMq  ffesspM0q.
For the opposite inclusion, take tffi0mumPNzt0u  DpM0q a Zhislin sequence for the operator M0 and
the point  P ffesspM0q, and assume that  P ffesspMrq (if  R ffesspMrq, then  P ffesspM`q and the same
proof applies if one replaces \right" with \left"). By extracting the nonzero right components from ffi0m
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and normalising, we can form a new Zhislin sequence tp0; ffirmqumPNzt0u for M0 with tffi
r
mumPNzt0u  DpMrq
a Zhislin sequence for Mr. Then, we can construct as follows a new Zhislin sequence for Mr with vectors
supported in rm;8q : Let r P C8c pR; r0; 1sq satisfy 
rpxq  0 for x ¤ 1 and rpxq  1 for x ¥ 2, set
rmpxq : 
rpx{mq for all x P R and m P Nzt0u, and choose nrm P N such that
rnrm;8qpQrqffirmHwr P
p1 1{m; 1s. Next, dene for each m P Nzt0u
rffirm : dm rmpQrqTk rmprffirm P DpMrq;
with dm :
rmpQrqTk rmprffirm1Hwr , k rm P N such that k rmpr ¥ nrm 2m, and Tk rmpr the operator of translation
by k rmpr. One veries easily that limmÑ8 dm  1 and that rffirm has support in rm;8q. Furthermore, since
the operators Mr and Tk rmpr commute, one also haspMr  qrffirmHwr ¤ dm rmpQrqTk rmprpMr  qffirmHwr   dm Mr; rmpQrqTk rmprffirmHwr
¤ dm
pMr  qffirmHwr   Const:m1ffirmHwr ;
which implies that limmÑ8
pMr  qrffirmHwr  0. Thus, trffirmumPNzt0u  DpMrq is a new Zhislin sequence
for Mr with rffirm supported in rm;8q.
Now, dene for each m P Nzt0u
ffim : bm rffirm P DpMq with bm : rffirm1Hw :
Then, one has }ffim}Hw  1 for all m P Nzt0u and ffimpxq  0 if x ¤ m. Furthermore, using that
1 
rffirm2Hwr  xrffirm; w1r rffirmyL2pR;C2q;
one obtains that
b2m :
@rffirm; w1rffirmDL2pR;C2q  1  @rffirm;  w1  w1r rffirmDL2pR;C2q;
which implies that limmÑ8 bm  1 due to Assumption 2.2. Now, consider the inequalitypM  qffimHw  bm pM  qrffirmHw ¤ bm pMr  q rffirmHw   bm pw  wrqDrffirmHw :
From the property (c) of Zhislin sequences and the equivalence of the norms of Hwr and Hw , one gets
that
lim
mÑ8
pMr  q rffirmHw ¤ Const: limmÑ8 pMr  q rffirmHwr  0:
Moreover, since Drffirm is supported in rm;8q, one infers again from Assumption 2.2 thatpw  wrqDrffirmHw ¤ Const:xmy1"DrffirmHw ¤ Const:xmy1"Mr rffirmHwr :
The last inequality, along with the equality limmÑ8
Mr rffirmHwr  ||, gives
lim
mÑ8
pw  wrqDrffirmHw  0:
Putting all the pieces together, we obtain that limmÑ8
pM  qffimHw  0. This concludes the proof
that tffimumPNzt0u is a Zhislin sequence for the operator M and the point  P ffesspM0q, and thus that
ffesspM0q  ffesspMq. In consequence, we obtained that ffesspMq  ffesspM0q, which completes the proof
in view of Remark 3.4.
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In order to determine more precise spectral properties of M, we now prove that for each compact
interval I  RzTM the Hamiltonian M is of class C
1 "pAIq for some " P p0; 1q, which is a regularity
condition slightly stronger than the condition M of class C1pAIq already established in Theorem 3.9. We
start by giving a convenient formula for the commutator rpM  zq1; AIs, z P CzR, in the form sense on
S pR;C2q :
pM  zq1; AI


 
pM  zq1J  JpM0  zq1

A0;IJ
  JA0;I
 
JpM  zq1  pM0  zq1J

  J

pM0  zq
1; A0;I

J

¸
Pt`;ru
  
pM  zq1  pM  zq1

jA;IZ  

pM  zq1; j

A;IZ
 jA;IZ
 
pM  zq1  pM  zq1

  jA;I

pM  zq1; Z

  j

pM  zq1; A;I

Z
(

¸
Pt`;ru
 
C   j

pM  zq1; A;I

Z

with
Z : ww1j  j  pw  wq jw1;
and
C :
 
pM  zq1  pM  zq1

jA;IZ  

pM  zq1; j

A;IZ
 jA;IZ
 
pM  zq1  pM  zq1

  jA;I

pM  zq1; Z

:
As already shown in the previous section, all the terms in C extend to bounded operators, and we keep
the same notation for these extensions.
In order to show that pM  zq1 P C1 "pAIq, it is enough to prove that j

pM  zq1; A;I

Z P
C1pAIq and to check that eitAI C eitAI CBpHw q ¤ Const: t" for all t P p0; 1q. (3.11)
Since the rst proof reduces to computations similar to the ones presented in the previous section, we shall
concentrate on the proof of (3.11). First of all, algebraic manipulations as presented in [1, pp. 325-326]
or [26, Sec. 4.3] show that for all t P p0; 1q eitAI C eitAI CBpHw q ¤ Const: sinptAIqCBpHw q    sinptAIqpCqBpHw q	
¤ Const:
tAI ptAI   iq1CBpHw q   tAI ptAI   iq1pCqBpHw q	:
Furthermore, if we set At : tAI ptAI   iq
1 and t : t xQypt xQy   iq1, we obtain that
At 
 
At   iptAI   iq
1AI xQy1

t
with AIxQy
1 P BpHw q due to (3.7). Thus, since
At   iptAI   iq1AI xQy1BpHw q is bounded by a
constant independent of t P p0; 1q, it is sucient to prove that
}tC}BpHw q   }tpCq
}BpHw q ¤ Const: t
" for all t P p0; 1q,
and to prove this estimate it is sucient to show that the operators xQy"C and xQy"pCq dened
in the form sense on S pR;C2q extend continuously to elements of BpHw q. Finally, some lengthy but
straightforward computations show that these two last conditions are implied by the following two lemmas:
Lemma 3.13. M is of class C1pxQyq for each  P t`; ru and  P r0; 1s.
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Proof. One can verify directly that the unitary group generated by the operator xQy leaves the domain
DpMq  H1pR;C2q invariant and that the commutator rM; xQys dened in the form sense onS pR;C2q
extends continuously to a bounded operator. Since the set S pR;C2q is a core for M, these properties
together with [1, Thm. 6.3.4(a)] imply the claim.
Lemma 3.14. One has j P C1pA;Iq for each  P t`; ru and each compact interval I  RzTM .
Proof. By using the commutator expansions [1, Thm. 5.5.3] and (3.7), one gets the following equalities
in form sense on S pR;C2q :
j; A;I

 1?
2
» 1
0
dfi
»
R
dx eifixQrQ; A;Is eip1fiqxQ pj 1pxq
 1
2
?
2
¸
nPNpIq
» 1
0
dfi
»
R
dx eifixQ

Q;;n
 q1;nQ  Q q1;n;n eip1fiqxQ pj 1pxq
 1
2
?
2
¸
nPNpIq
» 1
0
dfi
»
R
dx eifixQ
!
Q;;nq1;n;nQ  QQ;;nq1;n;n
 

Q;;nq;nrQ;;ns Q; rQ;;nsq;n;n) eip1fiqxQ pj 1pxq
with q1;n : U 1 p1;nU and with each commutator in the last equality extending continuously to a
bounded operator. Since pj 1 is integrable, the last two terms give bounded contributions. Furthermore, the
rst two terms can be rewritten as
f
 
Q;;nq1;n;nQ  Qf  Q;;nq1;n;n
with
f : BpHwq Ñ BpHwq; B ÞÑ f pBq :
1
2
?
2
¸
nPNpIq
» 1
0
dfi
»
R
dx eifixQ B eip1fiqxQ pj 1pxq:
But, since

Q;;nq1;n;n P CkpQq for each k P N, and since pj 1 is a Schwartz function, one infers
from [1, Thm. 5.5.3] that the operator f
 
Q;;nq1;n;n is regularising in the Besov scale asso-
ciated to the operator Q. This implies in particular that the operators f
 
Q;;nq1;n;nQ and
Qf
 
Q;;nq1;n;n extend continuously to bounded operators, as desired.
We can now give in the next theorem a description of the structure of the spectrum of the full
Hamiltonian M. The next theorem also shows that the set TM can be interpreted as the set of thresholds
in the spectrum of M :
Theorem 3.15. In any compact interval I  RzTM , the operatorM has at most nitely many eigenvalues,
each one of nite multiplicity, and no singular continuous spectrum.
Proof. The computations at the beginning of this section together with Lemmas 3.13 & 3.14 imply
that M is of class C1 "pAIq for some " P p0; 1q, and Theorem 3.9 implies that the condition (3.5) of
Theorem 3.1 is satised on I. So, one can apply Theorem 3.1(b) to conclude.
4 Scattering theory
4.1 Scattering theory in a two-Hilbert spaces setting
We discuss in this section the existence and the completeness, under smooth perturbations, of the local
wave operators for self-adjoint operators in a two-Hilbert spaces setting. Namely, given two self-adjoint
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operators H0; H in Hilbert spaces H0;H with spectral measures E
H0 ; EH, an identication operator J P
BpH0;Hq, and an open set I  R, we recall criteria for the existence and the completeness of the strong
limits
WpH;H0; J; Iq : s-lim
tÑ8
eitH J eitH0 EH0pIq
under the assumption that the two-Hilbert spaces dierence of resolvents
JpH0  zq
1  pH  zq1J; z P CzR;
factorises as a product of a locally H-smooth operator on I and a locally H0-smooth operator on I.
We start by recalling some facts related to the notion of J-completeness. Let NpH; J; Iq be the
subsets of H dened by
NpH; J; Iq :
"
' P H | lim
tÑ8
J eitH EHpIq'
H0
 0
*
:
Then, it is clear that NpH; J; Iq are closed subspaces of H and that EHpRzIqH  NpH; J; Iq, and it is
shown in [38, Sec. 3.2] that H is reduced by NpH; J; Iq and that
Ran
 
WpH;H0; J; Iq

K NpH; J; Iq:
In particular, one has the inclusion
Ran
 
WpH;H0; J; Iq

 EHpIqHaNpH; J; Iq;
which motivates the following denition :
Denition 4.1 (J-completeness). Assume that the local wave operators WpH;H0; J; Iq exist. Then,
WpH;H0; J; Iq are J-complete on I if
Ran
 
WpH;H0; J; Iq

 EHpIqHaNpH; J; Iq:
Remark 4.2. In the particular caseH0  H and J  1H, the J-completeness on I reduces to the complete-
ness of the local wave operatorsWpH;H0; J; Iq on I in the usual sense. Namely, Ran
 
WpH;H0; 1H; Iq


EHpIqH, and the operators WpH;H0; 1H; Iq are unitary from EH0pIqH to EHpIqH.
The following criterion for J-completeness has been established in [38, Thm. 3.2.4] :
Lemma 4.3. If the local wave operators WpH;H0; J; Iq and WpH0; H; J; Iq exist, then WpH;H0; J; Iq
are J-complete on I.
For the next theorem, we recall that the spectral support suppHp'q of a vector ' P H with respect
to H is the smallest closed set I  R such that EHpIq'  '.
Theorem 4.4. Let H0; H be self-adjoint operators in Hilbert spacesH0;H with spectral measures E
H0 ; EH,
J P BpH0;Hq, I  R an open set, and G an auxiliary Hilbert space. For each z P CzR, assume there exist
T0pzq P BpH0;Gq locally H0-smooth on I and T pzq P BpH;Gq locally H-smooth I such that
JpH0  zq
1  pH  zq1J  T pzqT0pzq:
Then, the local wave operators
WpH;H0; J; Iq  s-lim
tÑ8
eitH J eitH0 EH0pIq (4.1)
exist, are J-complete on I, and satisfy the relations
WpH;H0; J; Iq  WpH0; H; J; Iq and WpH;H0; J; IqpH0q  pHqWpH;H0; J; Iq
for each bounded Borel function  : RÑ C.
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Proof. We adapt the proof of [1, Thm. 7.1.4] to the two-Hilbert spaces setting. The existence of the
limits (4.1) is a direct consequence of the following claims : for each '0 P H0 with I0 : suppH0p'0q  I
compact, and for each  P C8c pIq such that   1 on a neighbourhood of I0, we have that
s-lim
tÑ8 pHq
eitH J eitH0 '0 exist and lim
tÑ8
 1 pHq eitH J eitH0 '0H  0: (4.2)
To prove the rst claim in (4.2), take ' P H and t P R, and observe that the operators W ptq :
pHq eitH J eitH0 satisfy for z P CzR and s ¤ t@pH  zq1';  W ptq W psqpH0  zq1'0DH

» t
s
du d
du
@
eiuH pHq'; pH  zq1JpH0  zq1 eiuH0 '0
D
H


» t
s
du
@
eiuH pHq'; pH  zq1pHJ  JH0qpH0  zq1 eiuH0 '0
D
H


» t
s
du
@
eiuH pHq';
 
JpH0  zq
1  pH  zq1J

eiuH0 '0
D
H


» t
s
du
@
T pzq eiuH pHq'; T0pzq eiuH0 '0
D
G

¤
» t
s
du
T pzq eiuH pHq'2
G

1{2» t
s
du
T0pzq eiuH0 '02G
1{2
¤ c
1{2
I1
}'}H
» t
s
du
T0pzq eiuH0 '02G
1{2 ;
with I1 : supppq and cI1 the constant appearing in the denition (3.4) of a locally H-smooth operator.
Since the set pH  zq1H is dense in H and T0 is locally H0-smooth on I, it follows that
 W ptq 
W psq

pH0  zq
1'0

H
Ñ 0 as s Ñ 8 or t Ñ 8. Applying this result with '0 replaced by pH0  zq'0
we infer that  W ptq W psq'0H   W ptq W psqpH0  zq1pH0  zq'0H Ñ 0
as s Ñ8 or t Ñ 8, which proves the rst claim in (4.2).
To prove the second claim in (4.2), we take 0 P C
8
c pIq such that 0  1 on I0 and 0  0. Then,
we have '0  0pH0q'0 and 
1 pHq

J 0pH0q 
 
1 pHq
 
J 0pH0q  0pHqJ

;
and thus the second claim in (4.2) follows from
lim
tÑ8
 J 0pH0q  0pHqJ eitH0 '0H  0:
Since the vector space generated by the functions R Q x ÞÑ px  zq1 P C, z P CzR, is dense in C0pRq,
it is sucient to show that
lim
tÑ8
 JpH0  zq1  pH  zq1J eitH0 '0H  0; z P CzR:
Now, we have for every ' P H@';  JpH0  zq1  pH  zq1J eitH0 '0DH  @T pzq'; T0pzq eitH0 '0DG 
¤
T pzq'
G
T0pzq eitH0 '0G :
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Therefore, it is enough to prove that
T0pzq eitH0 '0G Ñ 0 as |t| Ñ 8. But since T0pzq eitH0 '0 and
its derivative are square integrable in t, this follows from a standard Sobolev embedding argument. So,
the existence of the limits (4.1) has been established. Similar arguments, using the relation
pH0  zq
1J  JpH  zq1  T0pzqT pzq
instead of
JpH0  zq
1  pH  zq1J  T pzqT0pzq;
show thatWpH0; H; J; Iq exists too. This, together with standard arguments in scattering theory, implies
the claims that follow (4.1).
As a consequence of Theorem 3.1(a) & Theorem 4.4, we obtain the following criterion for the
existence and completeness of the local wave operators :
Corollary 4.5. Let H0; H be self-adjoint operators in Hilbert spacesH0;H with spectral measures E
H0 ; EH
and A0; A self-adjoint operators in H0;H. Assume that H0; H are of class C
1 "pA0q; C1 "pAq for some
" P p0; 1q. Let
I :
 rA0pH0qzffppH0q(X  rApHqzffppHq(;
J P BpH0;Hq, G an auxiliary Hilbert space, and for each z P CzR suppose there exist T0pzq P BpH0;Gq
and T pzq P BpH;Gq with
JpH0  zq
1  pH  zq1J  T pzqT0pzq (4.3)
and such that T0pzq extends continuously to an element of B
 
DpxA0y
sq;G

and T pzq extends continu-
ously to an element of B
 
DpxAysq;G

for some s ¡ 1{2. Then, the local wave operators
WpH;H0; J; Iq  s-lim
tÑ8
eitH J eitH0 EH0pIq
exist, are J-complete on I, and satisfy the relations
WpH;H0; J; Iq  WpH0; H; J; Iq and WpH;H0; J; IqpH0q  pHqWpH;H0; J; Iq
for each bounded Borel function  : RÑ C.
4.2 Scattering theory for one-dimensional coupled photonic crystals
In the case of the pair tM0;Mu, we obtain the following result on the existence and completeness of
the wave operators; we use the notation EMac for the orthogonal projection on the absolutely continuous
subspace of M :
Theorem 4.6. Let Imax : ffpM0qztTM Y ffppMqu. Then, the local wave operators
WpM;M0; J; Imaxq : s-lim
tÑ8
eitM J eitM0 EM0pImaxq
exist and satisfy Ran
 
WpM;M0; J; Imaxq

 EMacHw . In addition, the relations
WpM;M0; J; Imaxq  WpM0;M; J; Imaxq
and
WpM;M0; J; ImaxqpM0q  pMqWpM;M0; J; Imaxq
hold for each bounded Borel function  : RÑ C.
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Proof. All the claims except the equality Ran
 
WpM;M0; J; Imaxq

 EMac Hw follow from Corollary 4.5
whose assumptions are veried below.
Let I  ffpM0qztTM YffppMqu be a compact interval. Then, we know from Section 3.2 that M0 is of
class C2pA0;Iq and from Section 3.4 that M is of class C
1 "pAIq for some " P p0; 1q. Moreover, Theorems
3.3 & 3.9 imply that
I  rA0;I pM0q X  rAI pMqzffppMq(:
Therefore, in order to apply Corollary 4.5, it is sucient to prove that for any z P CzR the operator
Bpzq  J pM0  zq
1  pM  zq1J
factorises as a product of two locally smooth operators as in (4.3). For that purpose, we set s : 1 r"
2
with r" P p0; "q, we dene
D :
 
S pR;C2q `S pR;C2q
(
S pR;C2q  H0 Hw ;
and we consider the sesquilinear form
D Q
 
p'`; 'rq; '

ÞÑ
@
xQys';Bpzq
 
xQ`y
s'`; xQry
s'r
D
Hw
P C: (4.4)
Our rst goal is to show that this sesquilinear form is continuous for the topology of H0Hw . However,
since the necessary computations are similar to the ones presented in Sections 3.3-3.4, we only sketch
them. We know from (3.9) that
Bpzq
 
xQ`y
s'`; xQry
s'r


¸
Pt`;ru
  
pM  zq1  pM  zq1

jxQys'  

j; pM  zq1

xQys'
(
:
So, we have to establish the continuity of the sesquilinear forms
S pR;C2q S pR;C2q Q p'; 'q ÞÑ
@
xQys';
 
pM  zq1  pM  zq1

j xQys'
D
Hw
P C (4.5)
and
S pR;C2q S pR;C2q Q p'; 'q ÞÑ
@
xQys';

j; pM  zq1

xQys'
D
Hw
P C: (4.6)
For the rst one, we know from (3.10) that 
pM  zq1  pM  zq1

j xQys
 pM  zq1jpw  wqDpM  zq1xQys   pM  zq1pw  wqrD; jspM  zq1xQys
  pM  zq1pM Mq

pM  zq1; j

xQys : (4.7)
By inserting this expression into (4.5), by taking the C1pxQyq-property of M and M into account,
and by observing that the operators rD; xQys s, xQys jpw  wqxQys and xQys rD; jsxQys dened on
S pR;C2q extend continuously to elements of BpHw q, one obtains that the sesquilinear forms dened
by the rst two terms in (4.7) are continuous for the topology of Hw  Hw . The sesquilinear form
dened by the third term in (4.7) and the sesquilinear form (4.6) can be treated simultaneously. Indeed,
the factor rj; pM  zq1s can be computed explicitly and contains a factor j 1 which has compact
support. Therefore, since xQys j 1xQy
s P BpHw q, a few more commutator computations show that the
two remaining sesquilinear forms are continuous for the topology of Hw Hw .
In consequence, the sesquilinear form (4.4) is continuous for the topology of H0  Hw , and thus
corresponds to a bounded operator Fz P BpH0;Hw q. Therefore, if we set
T0pzq : xQ`y
s ` xQrys P BpH0q and T pzq : F z xQy
s P BpHw ;H0q;
we obtain that Bpzq  T pzqT0pzq. On another hand, we know from computations presented in Sec-
tion 3.4 that
xQys P B
 
DpxQysq;Hw

 B
 
DpxAIy
sq;Hw

;
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and
xQ`y
s ` xQrys P B
 
DpxQ`y
s ` xQry
sq;H0

 B
 
DpxA0;Iy
sq;H0

:
So, we have the inclusions
T pzq P B
 
DpxAIy
sq;H0

and T0pzq P B
 
DpxA0;Iy
sq;H0

;
and thus all the assumptions of Corollary 4.5 are veried.
Hence it only remains to show that Ran
 
WpM;M0; J; Imaxq

 EMacHw . For that purpose, we rst
recall from the proof of Theorem 3.9 that EMpIqpJJ  1qEMpIq P K pHw q. Then, since M has purely
absolutely continuous spectrum in I one infers from the RAGE theorem that
s-lim
tÑ8E
MpIq eitMpJJ  1q eitM EMpIq  0;
and consequently that NpM; J; Iq  EMpRzIqHw . By using the J-completeness on I of the local wave
operators and that M has purely absolutely continuous spectrum in I, we thus obtain
Ran
 
WpM;M0; J; Iq

 EMpIqHaNpM; J; Iq  EMpIqHw  EMpIqHw X EMacHw :
By putting together these results for dierent intervals I and by using Proposition 3.10, we thus get that
Ran
 
WpM;M0; J; Imaxq

 EMpImaxqHw X E
M
acHw
 EM
 
ffesspMq

Hw X E
M
acHw
 EMacHw ;
which concludes the proof.
Remark 4.7. Let I  ffpM0qztTM Y ffppMqu be a compact interval and let p'`; 'rq P H0. Then, we have
WpM;M0; J; Iqp'`; 'rq  s-lim
tÑ8
eitM J eitM0 EM0pIqp'`; 'rq
 s-lim
tÑ8
eitM
 
J` e
itM` EM`pIq'`   Jr eitMr EMrpIq'r

 WpM;M`; J`; Iq'`  WpM;Mr; Jr; Iq'r
with
WpM;M; J; Iq : s-lim
tÑ8
eitM J eitM EMpIq (4.8)
and J P BpHw ;Hw q given by
J' : j'; ' P Hw : (4.9)
That is, the operators WpM;M0; J; Iq act as the sum of the local wave operators WpM;M; J; Iq :
WpM;M0; J; Iqp'`; 'rq  WpM;M`; J`; Iq'`  WpM;Mr; Jr; Iq'r:
In order to get a better understanding of the initial sets of the isometries WpM;M0; J; Imaxq some
preliminary considerations on the asymptotic velocity operators for M` and Mr are necessary. First, we
dene for each  P t`; ru and n P N the spaces
H;n : p;nHfi; and H8;n : p;n  Hfi; X C8pR; hq(;
and note that Hfi; decomposes into the internal direct sum Hfi;  `nPNH;n and that the operator xM is
reduced by this decomposition, namely, xM  °nPN p;np;n. Next, we introduce the self-adjoint operatorpV in Hfi;
pV : ¸
nPN
p1;np;n; D pV :
#
u P Hfi; |
pVu2Hfi;  ¸
nPN
p1;np;nu2Hfi;   8
+
:
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Then, it is natural to dene the asymptotic velocity operator V for M in Hw as
V : U 1 pVU; DpVq : U 1 D pV;
and the asymptotic velocity operator V0 for M0 in H0 as the direct sum
V0 : V` ` Vr:
Additionally, we dene the family of self-adjoint operators in Hw
Qptq : eitM Q eitM ; t P R; D
 
Qptq

: eitM DpQq;
and the corresponding family of self-adjoint operators in H0
Q0ptq : Q`ptq `Qrptq; t P R:
Our next result is inspired by the result of [32, Thm. 4.1] in the setup of quantum walks. In the
proof, we use the linear span Hn;fi of elements of H
8
;n :
Hn;fi :
#¸
nPN
un P
à
nPN
H8;n | un  0 for only a nite number of n
+
:
Proposition 4.8. For each  P t`; ru and z P CzR, we have
s-lim
tÑ8

Qptq
t
 z
	1

 
V  z
1
:
Proof. For each t P R, we have the inclusion U 1 H
n
;fi 
 
DpVqXD
 
Qptq
(
. Furthermore, if u P Hn;fi ,
then we have  
V  z
1
U 1 u  U
1

 pV  z1u P U 1 Hn;fi :
As a consequence, the following equality holds for all t P Rzt0u and u P Hn;fi :
Qptq
t
 z
	1

 
V  z
1

U 1 u 

Qptq
t
 z
	1 
V 
Qptq
t
	  
V  z
1
U 1 u:
Since
 Qptq
t
 z
1
BpHw q ¤ | Impzq|
1 and
pV  zq1BpHw q ¤ | Impzq|1, and since U 1 Hn;fi is
dense in Hw , it follows that it is sucient to prove that
lim
tÑ8
V  Qptqt 	'
Hw
 0 for all ' P U 1 H
n
;fi .
Now, a direct calculation using the Bloch-Floquet transform gives for '  U 1 u with u P H
n
;fiV  Qptqt 	'2
Hw

»
Y 
dk
¸
nPN
 p1;np;nupkq 

eit
xM xQ
t
¸
nPN
eitp;n p;nu

pkq

2
h
 1
t2
»
Y 
dk
¸
nPN
 xQp;nupkq

2
h
;
where in the last equation we have used that xQ acts as iBk in Hfi;. Since u P Hn;fi , the summation over
n P N is nite, and since the map Y  Q k ÞÑ
 xQp;nupkq P h is bounded, one deduces thatV  Qptqt 	'
Hw
 O
 
t1

;
which implies the claim.
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In the next proposition, we determine the initial sets of the isometries WpM;M; J; Iq : Hw Ñ Hw
dened in (4.8). In the statement, we use the fact that the operators M and V strongly commute. We
also use the notations   and  for the characteristic functions of the intervals p0;8q and p8; 0q,
respectively.
Proposition 4.9. (a) Let I  ffpM`qzT` be a compact interval, then the operators WpM;M`; J`; Iq :
Hw` Ñ Hw are partial isometries with initial sets 	pV`qE
M`pIqHw` .
(b) Let I  ffpMrqzTr be a compact interval, then the operators WpM;Mr; Jr; Iq : Hwr Ñ Hw are
partial isometries with initial sets pVrqEMrpIqHwr .
Before the proof, let us observe that if I  ffpMqzT is a compact interval, then we have the
equalities
pVqEMpIq  p8;0spVqEMpIq and  pVqEMpIq  r0; 8qpVqEMpIq (4.10)
due to the denition of the set T.
Proof. Our proof is inspired by the proof of [27, Prop. 3.4]. We rst show the claim for W pM;M`; J`; Iq.
So, let '` P Hw` . If '`KE
M`pIqHw` , then '` P ker
 
W pM;M`; J`; Iq

. Thus, we can assume that '` P
EM`pIqHw` . Next, let us show that if '` P  pV`qHw` then again '` P ker
 
W pM;M`; J`; Iq

. For this,
assume that r";8qpV`q'`  '` for some " ¡ 0. Then, it follows from (4.8)-(4.9) thatW pM;M`; J`; Iq'`Hw 
 s-limtÑ 8 eitM J` eitM` '`

Hw
 lim
tÑ 8
eitM J` eitM` '`Hw
¤ Const: lim
tÑ 8
 eitM` j` eitM` '`Hw` :
Now, let ` P CpR; r0; 1sq satisfy `pxq  1 if x   0 and `pxq  0 if x ¥ ". Then, one has for each t ¡ 0
the inequality  eitM` j` eitM` '`Hw` ¤  eitM` `pQ`{tq eitM` '`Hw` :
Furthermore, since `pV`q'`  `pV`q r";8qpV`q'`  0, one infers from Proposition 4.8 and from a
standard result on strong resolvent convergence [25, Thm. VIII.20(b)] that
lim
tÑ 8
 eitM` `pQ`{tq eitM` '`Hw`  `pV`q'`Hw`  0:
Putting together what precedes, one obtains that '`  r";8qpV`q'` P ker
 
W pM;M`; J`; Iq

, and then
a density argument taking into account the second equation in (4.10) implies that
 pV`qHw`  ker
 
W pM;M`; J`; Iq

:
To show that W pM;M`; J`; Iq is an isometry on pV`qEM`pIqHw` , take '` P pV`qE
M`pIqHw` with
p8;"spV`q'`  '` for some " ¡ 0, and let ` P CpR; r0; 1sq satisfy `pxq  0 if x ¤ " and `pxq  1 if
x ¡ "{2. Then, using successively the identity EM`pIq'`  '`, the unitarity of e
itM in Hw and of e
itM`
in Hw` , the denition (4.9) of J`, the denition of V`, and the fact that p8;"spV`q'`  '`, one getsW pM;M`; J`; Iq'`2Hw  }'`}2Hw` 
 lim
tÑ 8
 eitM J` eitM` '`2Hw  }'`}2Hw` 
 lim
tÑ 8
J` eitM` '`2Hw   eitM` '`2Hw` 
 lim
tÑ 8
@ eitM` '`;  1 w`w1j2`  eitM` '`DHw` 
¤ lim
tÑ 8
@
'`; e
itM`p1 j2` q e
itM` '`
D
Hw`
  lim
tÑ 8
@'`; eitM`pw  w`q j2` w1 eitM` '`DHw`  :
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For the rst term one has
lim
tÑ 8
@
'`; e
itM`p1 j2` q e
itM` '`
D
Hw`
¤ lim
tÑ 8
@
'`; e
itM` `pQ`{tq e
itM` '`
D
Hw`

@
'`; `pV`q'`
D
Hw`
 0;
while the second term also vanishes by an application of the RAGE theorem. It follows thatW pM;M`; J`; Iq
is isometric on '`  p8;"spV`q'`, and then a density argument taking into account the rst equation
in (4.10) implies that W pM;M`; J`; Iq is isometric on pV`qEM`pIqHw` .
A similar proof works for the claims about WpM;M`; J`; Iq and WpM;Mr; Jr; Iq. The functions `
and ` have to be adapted and the possible negative sign of the variable t has to be taken into account,
otherwise the argument can be copied mutatis mutandis.
By collecting the results of Theorem 4.6, Remark 4.7, Proposition 4.9, and by using the fact that
M` and Mr have purely absolutely continuous spectrum, one nally obtains a description of the initial sets
of the local wave operators WpM;M0; J; Imaxq :
Theorem 4.10. Let Imax : ffpM0qztTM Y ffppMqu and I : ffpMqzT (  `; r). Then, the local wave
operators WpM;M0; J; Imaxq : H0 Ñ Hw are partial isometries with initial sets
H

0 : 	pV`qE
M`pI`qHw` ` pVrqE
MrpIrqHwr :
Remark 4.11. One has EMpIq  1 because T is discrete and ffppMq  ? (see Proposition 2.8 and
the paragraph that precedes). Therefore, the spectral projections EMpIq in the statement of Theorem
4.10 can be removed if desired.
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